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The interplay of physical and chemical processes in the heterogeneous catalytic synthesis of
methanol on the ZnO(0001) surface with oxygen vacancies is expected to give rise to a complex
free energy landscape. A manifold of intermediate species and reaction pathways has been proposed
over the years for the reduction of CO on this catalyst at high temperature and pressure conditions as
required in the industrial process. In the present study, the underlying complex reaction network from
CO to methanol is generated in the first place by using ab initio metadynamics for computational heterogeneous catalysis. After having “synthesized” the previously discussed intermediates in addition
to finding novel species, mechanistic insights into this network of surface chemical reactions are obtained based on exploring the global free energy landscape, which is refined by investigating individual reaction pathways. Furthermore, the impact of homolytic adsorption and desorption of hydrogen
at the required reducing gas phase conditions is probed by studying such processes using different
charge states of the F–center. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3541826]
I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial methanol synthesis from syngas (a mixture of
H2 , CO, and CO2 ) is nowadays based on the so-called “low
pressure ICI process” which utilizes a ternary mixture of Cu,
ZnO, and Al2 O3 as catalyst.1–3 It has been shown that the activity of the Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 catalysts scales with the accessible Cu surface area,4, 5 and it is generally accepted that the
active site for methanol formation is metallic Cu.6 Mechanistic studies for the Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 catalysts, however, are
a daunting task in view of both their complexity and the unresolved structural composition at industrial conditions. It is
known that at the reaction conditions of methanol synthesis
the Cu particles undergo dynamical morphological changes.
In the reducing atmosphere of syngas the Cu particles start
to wet the ZnO surfaces and reduced ZnOx is incorporated
into the Cu clusters (which is commonly denoted as “strong
metal–support interaction” or “SMSI” effect).7–12 One aim
of the present study is to demonstrate the capability of a
versatile technique to accelerate molecular dynamics simulations, ab initio metadynamics,13, 14 to simulate directly intricate chemical processes which commonly underlie heterogeneous catalysis in terms of multidimensional free energy
surfaces (FESs) and reaction mechanisms. By doing so, valuable novel insights into elementary steps of surface chemical
reactions will be extracted from ab initio simulations which
were previously not accessible due to methodological restrictions. For this purpose we have chosen a simplified yet chemically rich model system as a relevant test case instead of the
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complicated ternary Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 compound, namely, the
well-known pure ZnO catalyst which has been used in industry for decades from 1923 to the mid 1960s in the so-called
“high pressure BASF process.”15
In ultrahigh vacuum experiments pure ZnO shows a very
low activity toward methanol formation.16 This is due to thermodynamic limitations which require high pressure conditions. For more realistic pressures of about 40 bar it was
shown that ZnO powders exhibit the same catalytic activity
per unit area as the ternary Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3 catalyst at only
a 100 K higher temperature.17 A large body of literature is
available on methanol synthesis on the pure ZnO catalysts to
which we refer here in order to set the stage for the discussion that follows.16, 18–21 Notwithstanding the long history of
investigations and the significant efforts by both experiment
and theory, the mechanistic details of methanol synthesis in
the BASF process are still in the dark. Still, several novel and
crucial findings from quite recent experimental studies as well
as from theoretical treatments now allow to gain deeper insights into the synthesis process.17, 22, 23

A. Recent progress

First of all, it is now firmly established, based on isotope
labeling and in particular based on kinetics experiments, that
at the industrial high-temperature high-pressure conditions,
which are required by thermodynamics, methanol is predominantly produced from CO on the plain ZnO catalyst.17, 24
This is distinctly different for the ternary Cu/ZnO/Al2 O3
compound where CO2 is known to be the primary carbon
source.25–27 Still, hydrogenation of CO2 at oxygen vacancies
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